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Most PR measurement is still using 
a 1948 model of communication
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Source: Harold Lasswell, 1939/1948

“Who says what in which channel
to whom with what effect?”



50,100 news releases distributed 
via wire services in past 30 days
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Sources: Google News and Bennett & Company 
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39 percent of journalists indicated
on average, they write 10 or more 
stories per month



Media layoffs have eliminated 
720,000 or more stories a month
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Sources: I Want Media and Bennett & Company

What
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“This tabulation of news reports of U.S. 
media layoffs, begun shortly after the 
start of the dot-com bust, has recorded 
nearly 72,000 job cuts since June 2000.”



Counting clips (inputs) is useful, but 
tracking leads (outcomes) is crucial
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Source: CMO Council survey, February 10, 2003

What
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While press and analyst influence
remain important, “lead generation 
and sales are the new metrics of 
marketing performance.”



Two top current events and global 
news destinations have no editors
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News search engines treat press 
release wires like “news sources”

Source: Google News



19% of the “public” and 81% of the 
“media” use search engines daily
� 203 million American adults

� 128 million go online (63%)
� 107 million use search engines (53%)
� 64 million go online each day (33%)
� 38 million use search engines each day (19%)

� 98% of journalists go online daily
� 92% go online for article research
� 81% are searching online daily
� 76% to find new sources/experts
� 73% to find press releases

Sources: Pew Internet & American Life Project, Middleberg/Ross Survey of Media



News search reverses model of 
communication but is measurable
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“Who seeks what in which channel
from whom with what effect?”

KeywordsRanking

Reads Leads



Free tools can tell you how many 
times a phrase is searched for

Source: www.digitalpoint.com/tools/suggestion/



An optimized press release can 
keep high ranking for up to 30 days

Source: Google News



You can measure number of times 
your release is read or picked up

Source: PR Web



You can track readers of release 
who clickthrough to your web site

Source: ClickTracks



Southwest Airlines case study: 
Measuring PR in ticket sales

Date: February 12, 2004



New York Times, Washington Post,
and 12 other media wrote stories

Date: February 13, 2004



29 days later, optimized release 
still #1 for “airfare to Philadelphia”

Date: March 12, 2004



Release initially generated $42,000 
in ticket sales, now over $80,000

� Unique tracking links only 
appeared in the press 
release, not in any of the 
articles in the media

� Unique landing pages 
enabled Southwest 
Airlines to track clicks, 
sales, revenue and 
passengers

Source: The Measurement Standard, April 6, 2004



Southwest.com/vamonos release 
generated $38,000 in ticket sales



Southwest Airlines made four big 
announcements on July 15, 2004



Release about 22 new daily flights 
generated $1 million in ticket sales



Southwest’s PR has generated 
over $1.5 million in ticket sales

� Service to Philadelphia
� Began with 14 daily flights 

to 6 cities
� Expanded to 28 daily flights 

to 14 cities
� Expanding again to 41 

daily flights to 17 cities
� Revenue passenger 

miles for the eight months 
ended August 31, 2004, 
increased 11% to 36.3 
billion

Source: Southwest Airlines



The first step in this new process is 
optimizing your draft press release
� Conduct keyword research to identify at least two 

relevant search terms that your target audiences are 
likely to use for a news search

� Edit your press release and optimize it with the relevant 
search terms so it receives high keyword ranking for up 
to 30 days in the news search engines

� Build anchor text within each news release to link with 
related content on your web site

� Insert JPEG images into a news release ensuring your 
photo gets picked up and displayed in Google News



The second step is distributing your 
release through multiple channels
� PR Web provides same-day distribution when you need it, which is 

faster than its normal next-day distribution
� PR Web distributes releases via opt-in email to its database of over 

100,000 media outlets, industry analysts and freelance journalists
� You can also add PR Newswire to reach more members of the news 

media, investment community, and general public
� Yahoo News, Google News, MSN News, Ask Jeeves News, and 

other news search engines crawl PR Web’s newswires
� PR Web also uses paid inclusion to get you news release into major 

web portals such as Yahoo, AltaVista, AlltheWeb and more
� PR Web distributes your news releases through PR Web’s daily and

your own customized XML/RSS news feeds
� Finally, your press release is archived indefinitely on PR Web’s site, 

which generates over 8 million pages views a month



The third step is measuring results 
and tracking web traffic and leads
� PR Web provides stats on:

�Number of times each news release is read
�Which search engines were used to find it
�What search terms were used to find it

� ClickTracks can show:
�Clickthrough rates
�Site navigation patterns
�ROI stats



You can start transforming your 
news archive into a corporate blog

Source: http://sempo.prweblogs.com



News search engine promotion can 
revitalize (or replace) traditional PR
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“Who says/seeks what 
in which channel to/from whom
with what effect?”




